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La familia crossword puzzle answer key

La Familia Spanish Family Crossword Puzzle spreadsheet provides a practical start for Spanish students with a Spanish vokaular associated with close relatives. This versatile spreadsheet can be used with younger students (3rd grade, 4th grade, 5th grade, 6th grade) or upper secondary school students (9th grade, 10th grade). Using Word Bank, which includes all spanish vocabulary as a guide, students write the Spanish equivalent for English words and work on hints of a crossword puzzle. When the clues are ready, the students then write Spanish words in the puzzle.
The vocabulary included: familia, madre, padre, hijo, hija, abuela, abuelo, hermano, hermana, primos, tío, y tía. The download includes a puzzle, response form, half-page vocabulary sheet, cover page and instruction form as a teacher's reference. If you are looking for a spreadsheet that contains an extended family vocabulary (including app. nieces, nephews, grandchildren, etc.), may I suggest La Familia (extended family) - a Spanish family crossword puzzle. Designed in black and white/grayscale for teachers (like me) who do not have access to a color copy device at
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❤️ TPT CREDITS BE SURE TO LEAVE FEEDBACK! TpT rewards every feedback with credit score that can be used to buy other TpT products! Click to learn more about earning TpT credits.⚠️ COPYRIGHT NOTICE: © Miss Mindy 2014. Miss Mindy retains the copyright and reserves all rights to this product. By downloading this item, you have the right to use it for personal and classroom purposes as just one user. Additional licenses can be purchased for multiple users. Copying any part of this product for commercial purposes or for uses other than those mentioned
above is strictly prohibited and violates the Digital Millennium Copyright Act (DMCA). or record your success. Perfect! &lt; &gt; Start by clicking on the grid below! Update password NOTE: You need to update your password before you can sign in. My puzzle is? All your puzzles are available from your My Puzzles page, where you can use the navigation bar at the top when you're signed in. Be sure to sign in with the same email address you used to create the puzzle. How do I print? In the top left corner of the puzzle there is a 'Make Printable' button that allows you to sign
up for a plan or buy one puzzle. Once paid for, this button will turn into a 'Preview + Publish' button that will set your puzzle to a format that can be printed or solved online. After you publish the puzzle, you can click the print icon or use the print function in your browser. It looks strange when it's printed. First, make sure you've published your puzzle. See How do I print? section section More information.99% of other printing problems are related to printer settings. Instead of trying to tamper with printer settings, which can be time-consuming and frustrating, you can try a
couple of workarounds. You can try printing from a different browser because different browsers have different default printing settings. Alternatively, you can try saving as a PDF (next to the print icon) and printing it. Why isn't this free? We invest in building a number of premium features that free sites can't offer: the ability to automatically or manually add words to your puzzle, record-as-the-name puzzle editing, the ability to use your puzzles from any computer, an unresolved and ad-free interface, the ability of friends and colleagues to solve your puzzle online, and a
quick response to reported issues. Crossword Hobbyist is the most affordable service we've found that offers these features, and it's designed for people who aren't happy with what free sites are able to offer. I thought this was free. We're sorry you thought the crossword hobby was free, it must have been frustrating. We constantly strive to provide a clear and straightforward user experience, we don't try to hide the price: on the page where you do your puzzle, the price is listed in the overview in the upper left corner (before logging in), under the 'Make Printable' button
(after logging in), faq questions below the grid and also on tour. Unfortunately, we have limited control over how we appear on Google and other sites, so if they show Crossword Hobbyist when someone is looking for a free site, there's nothing we can do about it. There's no account in my e-mail. First, check if you used another email address to create your account. Your login email is an email address where you received a welcome email from us. Alternatively, there is a chance that there was a typo in your email when you created your account. If so, report the problem
below and enter the name and last four digits on the card you used when registering. We use this information to trace your account. I'm being asked to pay a second time. If you are a member of Crossword Hobbyist and are still asked to pay, you may have accidentally created another account. Your paid account has an email address where you received an email confirming your subscription. If you've never received an email like this or still can't find your paid account, report the issue below and enter the name and last four digits of the card you used to sign up. We use
this information to trace your account. Password reset does not work. For safety reasons, the person will not see or reset your password, so read the information below carefully. If you haven't received a password reset email, check Make sure you check your email account email account email was sent and note that some school email systems block emails from non-school email addresses. If you have a password reset email but the password is not accepted, make sure you use the latest password reset email: sometimes people click the button twice, and only the
second password works. Make sure you copy-paste the password so you don't get space from the outside, or if you type it, remember that it's uppercase and uppercase and lowercase L can look like a number 1, etc. How do I cancel? You can cancel your subscription from your My Account page, which you can use on the navigation bar at the top when you're signed in. Support representatives cannot cancel the subscription for you. Not all my words are in my puzzle. When you press the Arrange button, our algorithm tries to organize all your words into the grid and move
words around to try to fit the most words. This gets all the words in the grid about 90% of the time, depending on the word list. For the other 10%, you will receive an alert explaining that words that do not fit have been added to the scratch sheet. It will be printed on two pages. Big puzzles don't always print on one page - clues and grids are the smallest we can make of them, while keeping them readable to everyone. However, different browsers print in slightly different ways, so you can try 'preview' in a different browser (or try the PDF button) to see how it looks better. I
didn't hear from you. We usually respond to all reported problems in about a day. If it was a few days ago and you haven't heard from us, it's possible we emailed you that couldn't reach you. Check your junk e-mail folder and note that some email systems in schools block emails from non-school email addresses. Try to enter another email address if you think the emails we send you will be blocked. The answers take about a day. Try the quick replies above, which are faster. Your email: Problem: La Familia (extended family) The Spanish family word search puzzle is a fun
way for up-to-middle Spanish students to practice family-related Spanish vocabulary. This puzzle includes 24 vocabulary words for close relatives and extended family, including appy, nephews, nephews, and grandchildren. Since it contains vocabulary for an extended family, I will use this puzzle with my students on 4 May. It would also be suitable for high school students (9th grade, 10th grade). To solve the Word Search puzzle, students will find all the words in the Banco de Palabras (listed on the sheet). Words can be portrait, landscape, diagonal, forward, or
backward. Words can also share letters. Glossary: familia, marido*, mujer*, nieto, nieta, abuelo, abuela, madre, padre, hijo, hija, hermano, pea, suegro, cuñado, cuñada, sobriety, sobriety, primo, prima, primos, tío, y tía.* UPDATE 10/2018: This puzzle series now includes a version that uses esposo and esposa instead of marido and mujer. Just print the version you need. This 12-page download includes: a puzzle, a reply form, and a half-page dictionary colored; a version of a puzzle using esposo and esposa instead of marido and mujer; grayscale versions of all
materials to save ink; cover and instruction form for the teacher. Designed with colored versions in black and white/grayscale for teachers (like me) who don't have access to a color copy device at school.✨ WANT THIS PUZZLE IN BUNDLE? This Word Search puzzle is included in my La Familia family unit in Spain, which includes pedigree, reading comprehension, flash cards and memory game, word search task, and various spreadsheets.✨ YOU MAY ALSO LIKE THIS PUZZLE: If you are looking for a spreadsheet, which includes vocabulary only for family members
of next of kin and not for extended family, may I suggest La Familia - a Spanish family crossword
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